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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

MIA SEGAERT Fine Art Photography 
Contact Person: Mia Segaert 
Registered official address: Westhinderstraat 10, 8670 Oostduinkerke 
Tel: 0032 477 47 59 02 | E-mail: segaert.mia@gmail.com  
VAT N°: BE0798.807.371 | KBO N°: 0798.807.371 
 
Article 1: General  

These general terms and conditions for commercial practices apply to all photographic artworks 
, offers, agreements and deliveries of MIA SEGAERT Fine Art Photography. 

Article 2 - Definitions  

The customer is the one who placed the order, the supplier is the one who agreed with the 
execution of the order, namely "MIA SEGAERT Fine Art Photography". 

Article 3 - Quotation 

The offers of the supplier are without engagement. The price of the offer is only valid for the 
works and formats mentioned therein. The price depends on the works already sold compared to 
the total print edition.  

Any changes made by the customer to the original quote will be charged extra. All works are 
carried out with the normally available raw materials. Any special requirements must be 
communicated by the customer at the time of the price request. Should these requirements be 
communicated later, a price adjustment may result.  

The customer is obliged to provide the supplier with all information necessary and useful for 
the execution of the order. The customer will make all necessary checks on the quotation.  

The customer agrees that the quotation will be transmitted in electronic form. All prices 
quoted are in euros. If delivery, reservation or administration costs are charged, this will be 
stated separately. Offers are always made exclusive of VAT, which is always charged to the 
customer. The customer who is entitled to a reduced VAT rate or an exemption from VAT must 
provide the necessary proof of this when ordering. The offer is valid for 1 month.   

Article 4 - Order 

The supplier reserves the right to refuse an order. Before any work is entrusted to the supplier, 
an advance of 50% will be required. This advance shall be deducted from the total price. 

The payment of the 50% advance implies the approval of the quotation and the placing of the 
order. The confirmation of the order must always include a "ready for printing" (cf. Article 8) 
before the order is accepted.  

The order constitutes a purchase obligation on the part of the customer. The "ready for printing" 
is mentioned on the offer and delivered to the supplier in electronic form. 

Article 5 - Solidarity 

Any person or company placing an order and requesting to invoice a third party is personally 
responsible for its payment, even if the supplier has accepted this type of invoicing, and this 
even if the third party has also signed the order. 

Article 6 - Copyright - Economic rights 

When the supplier performs, in any form, a work that constitutes a creative activity within the 
meaning of the legislation on copyright, the rights arising from this creation, and in particular 
the right of reproduction, remain with the supplier and are transferred to the customer only 
by means of a written and precise agreement (duration, work, format, medium on which the 
reproduction is performed, etc.). Based on the aforementioned provisions, in terms of copyright, 
the supplier who creates a computerized system of data, images, a graphic device, a matrix, etc., 
enjoys the protection resulting from the provisions of the law of June 30, 1994 transposing 
into Belgian law the European Directive of May 14, 1991 on the legal protection of computer 
programs.  

The agreement on the transfer of copyright, and in particular of the reproduction right, must 
be in writing and explicit: it cannot result from the fact that the creative activity is provided 
for in the order, nor from the fact that it is subject to a special remuneration, nor finally from 
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the fact that the ownership of the material carrier or the digital data of the copyright is 
transferred to the client. Unless there is a special agreement on exclusivity, the supplier may 
reuse an artistic creation created by his services. 

Article 7 - Corrections 

The supplier is obliged to make the corrections indicated by the customer in a timely manner, but 
cannot be held responsible for spelling, linguistic and grammatical errors not indicated. Any 
changes to the original order in any way (in the text, in the treatment or placement of 
illustrations, in the formats, in the printing or binding, etc.) made in writing or otherwise by or 
on behalf of the customer will be billed in addition and will extend the execution time. This 
also applies to machine downtime pending "print-ready". Verbal changes, especially by telephone, 
shall be made at the customer's risk. 

Article 8 - Ready for printing 

The handing over by the customer of a dated and signed quotation "ready for printing" relieves 
the supplier of any liability for errors or omissions that would be detected during or after 
printing. The "printing order" remains the property of the supplier and will serve as proof in 
case of dispute. 

Article 9 - Delivery deadlines 

The deadlines agreed in writing at the time of the order start to run on the working day 
following the submission of the necessary elements and the payment of the advance.  The agreed 
delivery deadlines are extended at least by the delay caused by the client's failure to deliver 
the necessary elements. If, at the request of the customer, the execution of the order gives rise 
to additional costs due to a shorter than agreed or normal delivery time, these will be charged. 

Article 10 - Cancellation 

If, at the request of the customer, the order is cancelled or its execution is suspended, after 
the approval of the offer, the final invoicing at the current stage of the execution of the order 
of at least the amount of the advance will be without obligation of delivery. Under no 
circumstances will the advance be refunded.  

Article 11 - Invoice and Payment 

The customer agrees that the invoice will be transmitted in electronic form. When ordering, the 
payment of a deposit of 50 % of the total amount will be requested. The remaining balance of 50 
% is payable 3 days before delivery. Only electronic payment is permitted. In case of invoicing for 
one or more deliveries of a shared order, the customer may not invoke this modality to defer his 
payment until the time of the global delivery. 

Article 12 - Due date 

Invoices are payable no later than 3 days before delivery. In the event of non-payment, they are 
subject, ipso jure and without formal notice, to interest on arrears at 12% per annum and to a 
lump-sum indemnity equal to 15% of the amount due with a minimum of 60 euro. Such default 
shall make all other invoices, including those not yet due, immediately payable and shall cause 
any payment period granted by the supplier to expire. The supplier shall in this case also have 
the right to suspend the execution of current contracts until full payment. 

If the Customer is a Consumer, interest will be payable at the interest rate in accordance with 
the Law of August 2, 2002 on combating late payment in commercial transactions (i.e. the 
reference interest rate plus eight percentage points, as defined by Article 2 of that Law). This 
from the first calendar day following the day on which a first reminder is sent to the Consumer. 
Also, in this case, a lump sum compensation will be due as follows: 20.00 euros if the balance 
due is less than or equal to 150.00 euros; 30.00 euros plus 10% of the amount due on the tranche 
between 150.01 and 500.00 euros if the balance due is between 150.01 and 500.00 euros; 65.00 
euros plus 5% of the amount due on the tranche above 500.00 euros with a maximum of 2,000.00 
euros if the balance due is above 500.00 euros. This interest shall only be due and payable and 
the damages clause shall only be payable after a notice of default on durable medium in the 
form of a first reminder in accordance with Art. XIX.2. WER and after the expiration of the grace 
period provided by this article of law, if the Consumer has not paid his debt within this period. 
This concerns the costs of amicable recovery and does not affect the right to reimbursement of 
the costs of judicial recovery such as court costs (including the applicable court fee) and 
execution costs. The first notice of default is free of charge. From a second notice of default, 
a cost of 7.50 euros plus the postage costs applicable at the time of sending may be charged. 
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Article 13 - Transfer and ownership of the goods 

The customer only becomes the owner of the sold goods after full payment of the amounts due. 
Nevertheless, the risks that the goods may incur shall be borne by the client as soon as the 
goods are placed at his disposal. 

Article 14 - Authenticity, signature and certificate 

All photographic artworks are originally taken, signed and numbered by the artist MIA SEGAERT. 
All photographic artworks receive a certificate of authenticity. The customer agrees that the 
certificate will be transmitted in electronic form. 

Article 15 - Complaints 

On pain of forfeiting his rights, the customer must send any complaint or dispute to the supplier 
by registered letter within 8 days of the first delivery of the goods. If the customer does not 
take delivery of the goods, the period of 8 days starts from the date of the invitation to take 
delivery of the goods or, failing that, from the date of the invoice. If the supplier does not 
receive a complaint within this 8-day period, the customer shall be deemed to have accepted all 
goods. If the customer uses part of the delivered goods, has them shipped to third parties or 
entrusts them to a distribution company, he shall be deemed to have accepted the whole. Defects 
in any part of the delivered goods shall not entitle the customer to reject the entire order. If 
the supplier does not receive any complaints regarding the invoicing of the goods within this 
period of 8 days, the customer is deemed to have accepted the invoice. 

Article 16 - Force majeure 

In case of force majeure and, more generally, in all circumstances that prevent, reduce or delay 
the execution of the works by the Supplier, or cause an excessive deterioration of the 
commitments undertaken by him, the Supplier shall be relieved of all responsibility, may reduce 
the commitments, break the contract or cancel its execution, without being liable for any 
compensation. Such circumstances include war, civil war, mobilization, riots, strike, lock-down, 
both at the supplier and at his co-suppliers, breakdown of machinery, computer bugs or viruses, 
fire, water damage, interruption of means of transport, difficulties in the supply of raw 
materials, materials and energy, as well as restrictions or prohibitions imposed by the 
authorities. 

Article 17 - Liability 

In the event of error or poor workmanship, the supplier's liability shall be limited to making the 
required corrections or re-executing the defective image carrier(s) and may in no case give rise 
to compensation, except in cases of fraud or gross negligence. The supplier shall in no way be 
liable for indirect damages suffered by the customer, such as loss of profits. The supplier's 
liability shall in any case be limited to the amount of the contract, being the amount that would 
have been paid by the client if the supplier had performed the service to the client's satisfaction. 

Article 18 - Delivery 

Delivery within Belgium is made at the customer's premises, packaging and transport included. 
The supplier is responsible for the risks to which the goods are exposed during transport.  

Delivery outside Belgium shall take place at the Supplier's premises. Packaging for shipment and 
transport are in this case at the customer's expense. The customer is responsible for the risks 
to which the goods are exposed during transport. Foreign delivery and these conditions may be 
deviated from by written agreement. 

Article 19 - Applicable law 

Any dispute relating to the conclusion, validity, interpretation or execution of this contract 
and the contracts resulting from it shall be governed by Belgian law and shall fall within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the courts where the Supplier's business is located. 
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